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Summary

1. The Net Promoter Score (likelihood to recommend Camp to others) was very high for 

both campers and parents/caregivers, similar to other Hole in the Wall summer 

programs.

2. Pool, Tower, Horses, and Stage Night continue to be favorite activities of campers.

3. The people at Camp continue to be one of the very best things about Camp, 

according to campers.

4. Nearly all campers and parents/caregivers reported that campers increased their

friendship skills.

5. Camper friendship skills increases were higher in 2022 (3.7) than the last time they 

were measured in 2016 (3.2).

6. Both campers and their parents/caregivers reported that campers enjoyed Camp, felt 

valued, a sense of belonging, and experienced connections with others.

7. There were many comments from campers about feeling included and accepted at 

Camp, more so than in previous summers.

8. Parents/caregivers also noted that their children increased their confidence and self-

esteem, and became more outgoing, similar to previous summers. 
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356 campers attended Camp and 353 completed the end-of-session survey (99% response rate)
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What was the best thing about Camp?

Friends, People, Everything, Activities, Being 

Accepted/Included, Food, Pool, and more.

“How kind and supportive all of the counselors 

and staff were. They helped everyone feel included 

and important.”

“...that we get to do all of the activities and be with 

all of the people, that you can be yourself.”

“Knowing that there’s people like you and being 

able to have fun with them.” 

“Being able to blend in and feel normal knowing 

that i have a medical condition and no one would 

talk about or really care.”

“I get to eat 3 times a day, especially the 

pancakes.”

“No matter what cancer or 

disease, Camp loves you.”

Friendship skills increases averaged 3.7

on a scale of 1-5, indicating friendship

skills “increased some.”

Experience averages (scale of 0-100)

I enjoyed Camp this week: 94

I felt valued at Camp this week: 94

I felt like I belonged at Camp this week: 93

I felt connected to others at Camp this 

week: 90

I had a lot of choices at Camp this week: 

84

I was stressed out at Camp this week: 17

153 parents/caregivers completed surveys (42% response rate)
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Friendship skills increases averaged 3.6 on a 

scale of 1-5, indicating friendship skills 

“increased some.”

Experience averages (scale of 0-100)

My child enjoyed Camp: 98

My child felt valued at Camp: 98

My child felt like they belonged at Camp: 98

My child felt connected to others at Camp: 97

My child had lots of choices at Camp: 92

My child was stressed out at Camp: 24

“I think this camp was HUGELY helpful in getting out of 

the COVID isolation issues in the sense she was much 

more willing to go play with other kids in the 

neighborhood - and to be more active - seeking out 

activities out side of video games. Lets see how long that 

camp influence lasts - but I am enjoying it while I can!”

“He values each and every connection he makes at camp.  

The deep sense of community that camp brings embeds 

into those it touches. The love and caring that is shared 

throughout the camp days is immeasurable! For him 

camp brings a sense of contentment, a calmness. Thank 

you to each and every member of camp Hole in the 

Wall… you all lend a special magic that will not only live 

deeply in the heart of him and our family as well, but 

each and every child that is blessed to experience!”


